Based on the Production-DistributionComprehension (PDC) account of language processing, we formulate two distinct hypotheses about case marking, word order choices and processing in Hindi. Our first hypothesis is that Hindi tends to optimize for processing efficiency at both lexical and syntactic levels. We quantify the role of case markers in this process. For the task of predicting the reference sentence occurring in a corpus (amidst meaning-equivalent grammatical variants) using a machine learning model, surprisal estimates from an artificial version of the language (i.e., Hindi without any case markers) result in lower prediction accuracy compared to natural Hindi. Our second hypothesis is that Hindi tends to minimize interference due to case markers while ordering preverbal constituents. We show that Hindi tends to avoid placing next to each other constituents whose heads are marked by identical case inflections. Our findings adhere to PDC assumptions and we discuss their implications for language production, learning and universals.
Introduction
Language universals encode distributional regularities across languages of the world. This study is motivated by the well known correlation between case marking and increased word order flexibility (Sapir, 1921; Blake, 2001) , often expressed as an implicational universal 1 . The origin of such universals has been the topic of a long-standing debate in linguistics and cognitive science (Fedzechkina et al., 2012) . As the cited work expounds, one view is that language universals emerged due to constraints specific to the system of language and not related to the other cognitive faculties (Chomsky, 1965; Fodor, 2001 ). Another view is that languages evolved over time as a consequence of cognitive mechanisms and pressures linked with language use. Thus, cognitive biases related to processing (Hawkins, 2004) , learnability (Christiansen and Chater, 2008) and communicative efficiency (Jaeger and Tily, 2011) have been proposed as underlying the systematic similarities and divergences between natural languages.
The Production-Distribution-Comprehension (PDC) account of language processing proposed by MacDonald (2013) is an integrated theory of language production and comprehension that seeks to connect language production with typology and comprehension. It is broadly in the spirit of the second view regarding linguistic universals described above and posits production difficulty as the sole factor influencing linguistic form. Hence it is an unconventional approach, contrasting radically with alternative accounts of language use in which language forms are shaped by constraints on language acquisition processes or considerations of facilitating language comprehension for the listeners. Based on PDC assumptions, we formulated two hypotheses linking processing efficiency, case marking, and word order choices at the level of individual speakers (as opposed to the population level) in Hindi, a language having predominantly SOV word order. Hindi has a rich system of case markers along with a relatively flexible word order (Agnihotri, 2007; Kachru, 2006) and thus adheres to the implicational universal stated at the outset.
The PDC principle Easy First stipulates that more accessible words are ordered before less accessible words. Accessibility of a word is influenced by its ease of retrievability from memory.
Inspired by the stated PDC principle, our first hypothesis is that Hindi tends to optimize for processing efficiency at both lexical and syntactic levels. We investigate the role of case markers in this process by comparing the processing efficiency of natural Hindi and an artificial version of Hindi without case markers. Based on the PDC principle of Reduce Interference, our second hypothesis is that Hindi orders constituents such that phonological interference caused by case marker repetition is minimized. Interference is the idea that entities with similar properties (like form, meaning, animacy, concreteness and so forth) cause processing difficulties when they occur in proximity. A long line of research attests the role of interference in both production (Bock, 1987; and comprehension (Van Dyke and McElree, 2006; Van Dyke, 2007) .
In order to test the stated hypotheses, we deploy a machine learning model to predict the reference sentence occurring in the Hindi-Urdu TreeBank (HUTB) corpus (Bhatt et al., 2009 ) of written text 2 (Example 1a below), amidst a set of artificially created grammatical variants expressing the same proposition (Examples 1b-1c). Case markers are shown in bold for illustration purposes. The variants above have two adjacent komarked constituents, potentially causing interference during production. So the PDC account would not prefer these sentences on account of production difficulty and instead prefer the reference sentence above. The possibility that speakers chose the reference sentence above so that it would facilitate comprehension for listeners (compared to variant sentences which might be harder to interpret) is not considered by the PDC account.
We quantified processing efficiency using surprisal, originally proposed as a measure of language comprehension difficulty by Surprisal Theory (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008) . Consequently, we introduced surprisal estimated from n-gram and dependency parsing models into a logistic regression model for the task of predicting the reference sentence. Our choice of surprisal is inspired by Levy and Gibson (2013) , who point out that the desiderata for PDC to become a theory of powerful empirical import is that it should make quantitative and localized predictions about incremental processing difficulty at each word. They highlight the fact that such a theory already exists, viz. the Surprisal Theory of language comprehension mentioned above. A perusal of the literature on information density in language production suggests that surprisal is a reasonable choice to model production difficulty as well.
Information density and surprisal are mathematically equivalent and both quantify the contextual predictability of a linguistic unit. But surprisal is based on different theoretical assumptions about resource allocation in comprehension. Recent research has demonstrated that reduction phenomena at both lexical (Frank and Jaeger, 2008, verb contraction) and syntactic (Jaeger, 2010 , thatcomplementizer choice) levels exhibit the drive to minimize variation in information density across the linguistic signal. Moreover, instances of the same word which have greater predictability tend to be spoken faster and with less emphasis on acoustic details (Bell et al., 2009; Pluymaekers et al., 2005) . The work cited above uses lexical frequencies or n-gram models over words to estimate contextual predictability. More recently, Demberg et al. (2012) showed that syntactic surprisal estimated from a top-down incremental parser is positively correlated with the duration of words in spontaneous speech, even in the presence of controls including word frequencies and trigram lexical surprisal estimates. Crucial to our study, words which are predictable in context have been interpreted to be more accessible in recent research (Arnold, 2011) .
The results of our experiments show that reference sentences tend to minimize both trigram and dependency parser surprisal in comparison to their variants. Further, we show that the prediction accuracies of surprisal estimates derived from an artificially created version of Hindi without any case markers are significantly worse than the corresponding surprisal estimates based on natural Hindi. This experiment demonstrates the crucial contribution of case markers towards the predictive ability of surprisal and confirms our first hypothesis. Subsequently, we demonstrate that Hindi tends to avoid placing together constituents whose heads are marked by the same case marker. Moreover, incorporating predictors based on adjacent case marker sequences in a statistical model significantly improves model prediction accuracy over an extremely competitive baseline provided by n-gram and dependency parser surprisal. Phonological interference is a plausible explanation for this phenomenon and lends credence to our second hypothesis. The Hindi sentence comprehension literature provides only limited support for interference involving case marker sequences (Vasishth, 2003) . Hence, it is plausible that this effect is a factor confined to the production system and not related to considerations of language comprehension. Further research using spoken corpora and spontaneous production experiments need to be performed in order to validate the psychological reality of our findings. Given that symbols used in the Hindi orthography have a direct correspondence with the sounds of the language (Vaid and Gupta, 2002) , we expect speech to behave similarly.
Our main contribution is that we broaden the typological base of the PDC account of language processing, leveraging its connection with the well established surprisal theory of language comprehension. Levy and Gibson (2013) state that surprisal would enable PDC to be implemented computationally, thus facilitating hypothesis testing on a wide range of linguistic phenomena crosslinguistically. To this end, we set up a computational framework consisting of standard tools and techniques from the field of Natural Language Generation (NLG). Methodologically, the task of referent sentence prediction is a relatively novel way of studying word order and is inspired from the surface realization component of NLG. Recently, using a similar setup, Rajkumar et al. (2016) showed the impact of dependency length on English word order choices.
In this paper, Section 2 provides necessary background and Section 3 provides details of our data sets and models. Section 4 presents our experiments and their results. Finally, Section 5 summa- (Butt and King, 1996) .
rizes the conclusions of our study and discusses the implications of our results for language production and learning.
Background
This section offers a brief background on Hindi word order and case marking, surprisal and core assumptions of the PDC account.
Hindi Word Order and Case Marking
A long line of work (Butt and King, 1996; Kidwai, 2000) has shown that scrambling in Hindi is influenced by factors like discourse considerations (topic, focus, background, and completive information), semantics (definiteness and animacy), and prosody (Patil et al., 2008) . Hindi follows the head-marking strategy where case markers are postpositions which attach to noun phrases and encode a range of grammatical functions like subject and object (see Table 1 and case markers in bold in Examples 1a and 2a).
Surprisal Theory
The Surprisal Theory of language comprehension posits that fine-grained probabilistic knowledge (attained from prior linguistic experience) helps comprehenders form expectations about interpretations of the previously encountered structure as well as upcoming material (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008) . The theory defines surprisal as a measure of comprehension difficulty. In this work, we used the following definitions of surprisal:
Mathematically, n-gram surprisal of the (i+1) th word, wi+1, based on a traditional n-gram model is given by Si+1 = − log P (wi+1|wi−n+2, ..., wi−1, wi), as defined by Hale (2001) . We estimated n-gram surprisal via trigram models (n=3) over words trained on 1 million sentences from the EMILLE corpus (Baker et al., 2002) using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) with Good-Turing discounting.
2. Dependency parser surprisal was computed using the probabilistic incremental dependency parser developed by Agrawal et al. (2017) , based on the parallel-processing variant of the arc-eager parsing strategy (Nivre, 2008) proposed by Boston et al. (2011) . This parser maintains a set of the k most probable parses at each word as it proceeds through the sentence. The probability of a parser state is taken to be the product of the probabilities of all transitions made to reach that state. This parser can thus be used to define a measure of dependency parser surprisal: for the i th word in a sentence, we first define the prefix probability αi as the sum of probabilities of the k maintained parser states at word i:
The dependency parser surprisal at word i+1 is then computed as:
The dependency parser surprisal of the (i+1) th word is computed as the negative log-ratio of the sum of probabilities of maintained parser states at word i + 1 to the same sum at word i. We estimated it using a corpus of 12,000 HUTB projective trees.
Production-Distribution-Comprehension
(PDC) Account The Production component of the PDC account posits three factors of production ease. 1. Easy First: Relatively more accessible (ease of memory retrieval and conceptual salience) or available elements are produced earlier in the structure. 2. Plan Reuse: Speakers tend to repeat previously used or mentioned structures due to syntactic priming. 3. Reduce Interference: Speakers tend to choose words which do not interfere with other words in the utterance plan. These factors compete with each other during the production process to mould language forms.
The Distribution component states that the distribution of structures in natural languages reflects a bias towards having a greater number of structures which are easier to produce. Thus PDC attributes the greater frequency of subject relative clauses compared to object relatives across languages to production ease. Finally, the Comprehension part of the PDC approach proposes that language comprehension reflects the statistics of the input (i.e., production patterns) perceived by language users. Thus, according to PDC, the greater difficulty involved in comprehending object relative clauses compared to subject relatives (Gibson, 2000) is because of the lower exposure to object relatives by virtue of their lower frequency in the linguistic input to comprehenders. Levy and Gibson (2013) puts forth the idea that surprisal (estimated from corpora) is naturally very compatible with the PDC assumption described above. Maryellen MacDonald and colleagues validate PDC predictions using a series of experiments related to relative clause production and comprehension in many languages MacDonald, 2008, 2009; Gennari et al., 2012) .
Data and Models
Our data set consists of 8736 reference sentences corresponding to labeled, projective dependency trees in the Hindi-Urdu TreeBank (HUTB) corpus of written Hindi (Bhatt et al., 2009 ). We generated variants for each reference sentence by randomly permuting the preverbal constituents of the root node of its dependency tree. We selected trees whose roots were verbs. For example, in the tree depicted in Figure 1 (corresponding to Example 1a), we reordered the preverbal constituents immediately dominated by the verb diyaa and obtained the variants shown in Examples 1b and 1c. In order to eliminate ungrammatical variants, we excluded variants containing dependency relation sequences of the root word not present in the corpus of HUTB gold standard trees. Dependency relation sequences like k7t-k1, k1-k7t, k7t-k7 and k7-k4 in Figure 1 simulate grammar rules used in grammar-based surface realization systems. We obtained 175801 variants after filtering.
In order to mitigate the imbalance between the number of reference and variant sentences, we transformed the data set using a technique described in Joachims (2002) . As per this technique, a binary classification problem can be converted into a pairwise ranking problem by training a classifier on the difference between the feature vectors of a reference sentence and its syntactic choice variants:
In Equation 3 above, the Ref erence data point is predicted to outrank the V ariant data point when the dot product of the feature vector of the reference with w (learned feature weights) is greater than the corresponding product of the variant. The same can be written (Equation 4) as the dot product of w with the feature vector difference being positive. We created ordered pairs consisting of the feature vectors of reference and variant sentences. Every reference sentence in the data set was paired with each of its variants (Examples 1a-1b and Examples 1c-1a constitute two such pairs). Then the feature values of the first member of the pair were subtracted from the corresponding values of the second member. Pairs alternate between reference-variant (coded as "1") and variant-reference (coded as "0"), resulting in a data set consisting of an equal number of classification labels of each kind (see Appendix for a detailed illustration).
Experiments
In this section, we describe three experiments to test our hypotheses on the transformed version of our data set consisting of 175801 data points using a logistic regression model. The goal is to predict "1" and "0" labels (as described in the previous section) using a set of cognitively motivated features. We calculated lexical and dependency parser surprisal feature values over entire sentences by summing the log probabilities of the surprisal values of individual words. We carried out 27-fold cross-validation; for each run, a model trained on 26 folds (consisting of 1 fold for hyperparameter tuning) was used to generate predictions about the remaining fold (100 training iterations using lbfgs solver in python scikit-learn toolkit-v0.16.1).
Processing Efficiency Experiments
Here, we test the hypothesis that word order choices in language are optimized for processing efficiency by incorporating trigram and dependency parser surprisal as predictors in a logistic re- gression model. A negative regression coefficient for these predictors would imply that corpus sentences have lower surprisal than variants. For the entire corpus, Figure 2 indicates this trend, where the mean trigram surprisal per sentence of the corpus of reference sentences is lower than the corresponding value of all their variants ( Figure 4 in the Appendix depicts the same trend for syntactic surprisal). For the task of predicting HUTB reference sentences, both our surprisal measures have a negative regression coefficient, individually as well as in combination (first three rows of Table 2 ). This confirms our hypothesis that word order choices optimize for processing efficiency. Given our interpretation of low surprisal as denoting ease of accessibility, our first experiment shows that Hindi The reference sentence (Example 2a with trigram surprisal of 45.60 hartleys) has the ergativeaccusative (ne-ko) ordering of case-marked nouns compared to the variant (Example 2b with higher trigram surprisal 47.12) having the opposite ordering of nouns. Overall, 6% of a total of 175 HUTB sentences having ergative and accusative case markers exhibit a non-canonical accusativeergative order (Agrawal et al., 2017) . In both sentences above, the case markers in questions are separated by a single word and hence form part of a single trigram. Thus trigram surprisal is able to model the dominant order successfully while dispreferring the opposite order seen in Example 2b. Moreover, dependency parser surprisal has much lower classification accuracy compared to trigram surprisal and has a very negligible impact on performance on top of trigram surprisal. Thus, surprisal estimates from an incremental dependency parser are not effective in modelling constituent order choices. This is slightly unexpected as Agrawal et al. (2017) showed that surprisal estimates derived via the dependency parser deployed in our work accounts for per-word reading times for the Potsdam-Allahabad corpus over and above bigram frequencies. Using a similar setup, Rajkumar et al. (2016) showed that for the task of predicting English syntactic choice alternations, PCFG surprisal performed significantly better than n-gram model surprisal and the impact of dependency length is over and above both the aforementioned surprisal predictors. We are in the process of creating a constituency structure treebank for Hindi and plan to experiment with surprisal derived from a constituent-structure parser very soon. In recently completed work, Ranjan et al. (In Preparation) show that for Hindi, dependency length exhibits a weak effect over and above surprisal for predicting corpus sentences amidst artificial variants. Finally, we examined 1022 reference-variant pairs in our dataset where none of our features was able to predict the reference sentence correctly. We isolated cases involving other factors like given-new orders (30% cases), focus or topic considerations (marked by hi or to markers constituting 10% of cases) and null subjects (7.5%). Such discourse considerations are not encoded in our surprisal estimates (confined to single sentences) and further research can incorporate information about sentences from the preceding context into surprisal estimates.
Note that when considering the relationship between communicative efficiency and word order choices, there is a potential 'levels' problem (Levy, 2018) . At the level of evolutionary timescales and entire populations, one might expect the grammar or distributional properties of the language to be adapted for efficiency. But at the level of an individual speaker's production choices, certain measures of efficiency will in turn depend on the extant distribution of linguistic forms. So there is a potential circularity in trying to assess the validity of such measures. Here we seek to model only the lower of these levels, i.e., individual choices over a human lifetime. Hence, all the non-corpus variants we consider are grammatical. We assume that the grammar of the language is held fixed, and within the set of possible word order variants of a sentence licensed by that extant grammar, seek to model why speakers may have a greater propensity to produce some variants over others.
Case Markers and Processing Efficiency
In order to quantify the exact contribution of Hindi case markers towards the predictive accuracy of syntactic and trigram surprisal, we performed similar experiments using an artificial version of the language (i.e., Hindi without case markers). The sentence comprehension literature demonstrates the vital role of case markers in predicting the final verb in verb-final constructions of languages like German (Levy and Keller, 2013) and Japanese (Grissom II et al., 2016) . Moreover, in recent years, deploying artificial languages to test hypotheses about language processing and learning has been in vogue in both connectionist modelling (Lupyan and Christiansen, 2002; Everbroeck, 2003) as well as behavioural experiments (Kurumada and Jaeger, 2015; Fedzechkina et al., 2017) . Inspired by the cited works, we created a caseless version of Hindi by removing case markers (those listed in Table 1 ) from both reference and variant sentences. The caseless equivalents of Examples 2a and 2b discussed in the previous section are given below:
Pakistan brihaspativaar kathit taur apne yahaan nirmit paramanu hathiyaar dhone mein saksam krooj missile pareekshan kiyaa hai. b.
brihaspativaar Pakistan kathit taur apne ...
Then we estimated surprisal by stripping off case markers from the EMILLE corpus (trigram surprisal) as well as HUTB trees (dependency parser surprisal) so that our surprisal estimates mirrored the patterns in the caseless version of the language faithfully. Both surprisal measures derived from the caseless version of Hindi perform significantly worse than natural Hindi (last three rows of Table 2). Caseless trigram surprisal does 2% worse, while there is a 7% dip in the performance of caseless dependency parser surprisal (McNemar's twotailed significance p < 0.001 for both measures).
Thus the caseless language model is not able to predict the reference sentence shown in Example 3a as it awards higher trigram surprisal (45.21), in comparison to the variant sentence in Example 3b, which has a lower surprisal value (43.74). Figure 3 in the Appendix depicts the lexical surprisal profiles for the examples discussed above (both regular Hindi and caseless equivalents). Dependency parser surprisal also exhibited the same predictions.
Removing any kinds of words (especially function words) will result in a decrease in prediction accuracy. So we compared the prediction accuracy of caseless surprisal with another baseline obtained by removing case markers and all other postpositions (e.g. ke liye, ke dwara) from both training and test data. Surprisal estimates derived from the case marker and postposition stripped version of Hindi resulted in an extra dip of 0.3% in the accuracy of trigram surprisal and 2.5% for dependency parser surprisal compared to surprisal obtained by stripping just the case markers. Thus even within the set of postpositions, case markers play a significant role in lexical and syntactic predictability and hence processing efficiency. Lack of case markers reduces the overall information content of a sentence for both speaker and hearer. Spontaneous production experiments showed that Japanese speakers tend to omit the optional marker -o when the meaning of the sentence is probable in a given context (Kurumada and Jaeger, 2015) . However, in cases where the meaning is not plausible, speakers tend to mention the case marker, in spite of entailing greater production effort.
The work of Lupyan and Christiansen (2002) showed that for artificial SOV languages with no case marking, a sequential learning device (Simple Recurrent Network) failed to achieve high accuracy for the task of mapping words to grammatical roles. Their simulations suggest that verb-final languages need a case system for optimal learning as word order is not a reliable cue for grammatical function assignment. Using the miniature artificial language learning paradigm, Fedzechkina et al. (2017) conducted a study where two groups of adult learners were exposed to artificial languages with optional case marking (one fixed order and one flexible order). Learners of the flexible constituent order language produced more case markers than learners of the fixed order language, mirroring typological patterns.
Interference Experiments
In the light of the PDC principle of Minimize Interference, we investigate whether interference between NPs whose heads are marked by the same case marker influence preverbal constituent ordering choices in Hindi. Since PDC seeks to link production and comprehension, our experiments are also motivated by prior work on case marker interference in sentence comprehension in SOV languages like Japanese (Lewis and Nakayama, 2001) , Korean (Lee et al., 2005) and Hindi (Vasishth, 2003) . Our work is directly related to the experiments on identical case marking described in Chapter 3 of Vasishth (2003) . In the case of Hindi center-embeddings, this work examined whether NPs having nominal heads marked by identical case markers induce similarity-based interference effects at the subsequent verb as predicted by the Retrieval Interference Theory (Lewis, 1998; Lewis and Nakayama, 2001 ). The study shows limited support for interference emanating from phonologically similar case markers.
In order to investigate interference caused by case markers in syntactic choice, we designed features based on case markers and incorporated them into our logistic regression model. For each dependency tree, we introduced two types of features associated with preverbal constituents of the root verb. 1. Case-sequence features: Counts of case marker sequences associated with the heads of a pair of adjacent constituents. We also introduced generic case-sequence features same-seq and diffseq to model the overall trend. For each tree, these features denote the total number of identical and different case markers sequences associated with pairs of adjacent constituents. 2. Case-distance features: Number of intervening words between heads of the constituents of root verbs. Here, the feature name is obtained by combining the case markers associated with the constituent heads in question. Constituents which do not have case marked heads are marked as φ in order to model the fact that languages often use adverbial elements or other non-case marked arguments to separate case marked constituents. Table 3 illustrates our case features based on the dependency tree in Figure 1 corresponding to Example 1a.
In isolation, the case-sequence and casedistance features exhibit accuracies around 70% (second column of Table 5 ). The case sequence and distance features together induce a significant accuracy increase of 1.5% (McNemar's two-tailed significance p < 0.001) over a baseline model consisting of lexical and dependency parser surprisal as features. Though this might be a small increase when considered in isolation, we would like to note that our baseline model is extremely competitive (90.16% accuracy). Even dependency parser surprisal did not confer considerable performance gains over and above trigram surprisal as discussed earlier. So in this context, the contribution of case features is noteworthy.
Subsequently, we examined the learned weights of our case sequence features (Table 4 ) in our best model containing surprisal and all the case marker features. A negative weight is associated with four of the seven identical case marker sequences as well as the same-seq feature encoding the overall pattern across all case markers. These negative weights lend support to our hypothesis that Hindi shows a dispreference for placing together constituents whose heads are marked using the same case inflection. Interference due to repetition of phonologically identical case markers may be a plausible explanation for this phenomenon. However, three other case marker sequences have a positive weight and hence indicate a tendency towards adjacency. These three case markers are much lower in frequency in the HUTB compared to the other four and might not represent the dominant tendency. However, future inquiries need to explore the role of case-based facilita-tion (Logačev and Vasishth, 2012) . Since our features are not sensitive to clause boundaries, conclusive evidence for phonological interference will emerge only after controlling for clause boundaries.
The best model (baseline + case marker features) picked the reference sentence (Example 1a) while the baseline model erroneously selected the artificially generated variants (Examples 1b and 1c). The reference sentence has two komarked constituents separated by intervening constituents. In contrast, the variant sentences have two adjacent ko-marked constituents, potentially causing interference. These examples also highlight the ambiguous nature of the ko-marker in denoting several functions in Hindi. As noted by Ahmed (2006) , ko marks both accusative and dative case on objects (company in the cited examples) as well as dative subjects. In addition, it also occurs on spatial and temporal adjuncts (as in 28 April 1998). In these examples, since ko marks both dative case and temporality, interference might be purely phonological in nature and not related to the actual grammatical function being marked. Further, we calculated the ranking accuracy of our main models, i.e., the percentage of times a model ranked the reference sentence compared to all its variants. Table 5 (column 3) indicates that introducing case marker features into the baseline model induced significant ranking accuracy gains (McNemar's two-tailed significance p < 0.001). So our best model ranked Example 1a as the best sentence among all the other variants. Our classification and ranking results suggest that the PDC Reduce Interference principle of production ease is a valid constraint in constituent ordering.
In Hindi sentence comprehension, Vasishth (2003) explored the idea of Positional similarity (Lewis and Nakayama, 2001) , whereby the position of otherwise syntactically indiscriminable NPs in the structure contribute to interference at the subsequent verb. So he compared reading times at the innermost verb in the sequences of constituents with heads marked by ne-se-ko-ko and ne-ko-se-ko inflections. However, there was no significant difference in reading times between these sequences, thus offering no support for positional similarity during comprehension. This is the experimental condition which is most closely linked to our work. Interpreted in conjunction with our findings, case marker interference in Hindi appears to be a constraint on production rather than comprehension.
Discussion
Our main findings are broadly in line with two of the production ease principles of the PDC account. Our first experiment shows that the Hindi language orders words to optimize production ease (quantified using surprisal) at both lexical and syntactic levels, consistent with the PDC Easy First principle. Our second experiment shows that case markers make a significant contribution towards the predictive accuracy of both syntactic and trigram surprisal in choosing the reference sentence amongst grammatical variants denoting the same meaning. The role of surprisal and case markers in conferring accessibility needs to be investigated more thoroughly in future work. Finally, our third experiment shows that Hindi tends to disprefer constituent sequences with heads case marked by identical case markers, as predicted by the PDC principle of Reduce Interference. However, the lack of case marker interference in Hindi comprehension necessitates further inquiries into the PDC account, which conceives the lexicosyntactic statistics of production data (result of biases in utterance planning) as guiding comprehension processes. Thus, overall, we would like to conclude that certain aspects of PDC are validated by our experimental results. Further computational inquiries will be facilitated by formulating an algorithmic sketch of a process model outlining the causes of mismatches between production and comprehension. Finally, the PDC account conceives word order variation in languages of the world as emerging from an interplay of the three PDC production principles. Crucially, PDC conceives learning biases to be production biases, i.e., speakers learn forms which are easier to produce (MacDonald, 2013) . Future inquiries can explore whether learning outcomes are indeed consistent with typological patterns described by language universals.
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We are grateful to the anonymous reviewers of this workshop, NAACL-2019 and Sigmorphon-2018 for their feedback. The second author acknowledges support from IISER Bhopal's Faculty Initiation Grant (IISERB/R&D/2018-19/77). Consider the first example in the following Hindi sentences as reference corresponding to 'Jayalalitha has written a letter to the prime minister on this issue' and remaining as grammatical variants expressing the same idea. Assuming this as a toy dataset, Table 6 denotes their lexical and syntactic surprisal feature values whereas Here are the steps to transform the data set using the Joachims transformation technique.
1. Equal number of ordered pairs of type (Reference, Variant) and (Variant, Reference) were created.
2. Differences between the feature values of the elements of these ordered pairs were taken (see Table 7 ).
3. <Reference-Variant> pairs were labelled as 1 and <Variant-Reference> pairs were labelled as 0. Here, 1 stands for the correct choice and 0 denotes the incorrect choice. 
